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These drugs are similar to male hormones made by the body. How to use Anavar Tablet Take this
medication by mouth usually 2 to 4 times daily or as directed by your doctor. does anyone know of any
brand that distributes blue anavar pills? I got a source that carries these he doesnt know the brand but
says there top of the line 19-Jun-2007, 02:31 PM #2. Mac173. View Profile View Forum Posts View
Articles Cyborg Join Date Jun 2006 Posts 5,049 Rep Power 86. Re: blue anavar pills.
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Hey brotha's I have been out of the game for a few years, and making a comeback A friend gave me a
bunch of these and said they are 10mg anavar, but I had never seen these when I was heavy into the gear
a few years back If anything they remind me of Thai DBOL excelt they are blue isntead of pink no
markings, writing, or lines/score in them at all - justsmall, flat, and smooth light blue.

Anavar 20mg pills are extremely famous with performance athletes. Anavar (Oxandrolone) was
introduced in 1964 to the United States. Anavar was an innovative prescription drug; a synthetic yet
active hormone derived Dihydrotestosterone (DHT). Soon, Anavar took center stage in the
pharmaceutical and medical fields. check out your url
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blue anavar pills. By lilj888 in forum Anabolic Steroids Replies: 2 Last Post: 19-Jun-2007, 04:22 PM.
D-Bol or anavar with cholestrol pills, Bad? By Massive Pumps in forum Anabolic Steroids Replies: 5
Last Post: 05-Jun-2006, 11:10 AM. no2 pills plus anavar?? By Rockygenovese in forum Anabolic
Steroids.
Anavar (Oxandrolone) belongs to a group of drugs known as anabolic steroids. These drugs are similar
to male hormones made by the body that promotes the growth of muscle tissue. Anavar is a man-made
steroid, similar to the naturally occurring steroid testosterone. The original brand name Anavar has been
discontinued and replaced in the United […]



I recently got some anavar from baklan pharm. small square
blue pills with a score down the middle and 10 on one side BP on the other. are they legit? and also i
plan on doing 50 mg ED, do they kick in right away or is it more like test where it takes a bit for it to
kick in? how long of a cycle. Anavar 10 mg is a very common strength as it comes in pills containing 10
mg of Oxandrolone, the active substance in Anavar. There are other strength forms as of 20 mg, and
even 50 mg (or others) per pill of Oxandrolone, yet 10 mg seems to be the most famous one since is
versatile making it very easy to administer and. take the exact amount of the compound that you need.

Anavar is the popular brand name associated with the
dihydrotestosterone derived anabolic steroid Oxandrolone. The Oxandrolone hormone was first released
in the early 1960's under the trade name Anavar by G.D Searle & co. and was touted as carrying
numerous therapeutic qualities. However, in 1989 Searle would discontinue the compound; this. see this
website
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